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HOW WE STAY GREEN
Natural scenery and biodiversity are hallmarks of West Kelowna. However, the lakeshore, hillsides, ravines, and watercourses
that make our community so attractive can be affected by development and human activity and can also make us vulnerable
to the impacts of natural disasters. The current Official Community Plan guides us to plan our community in a way that
protects and enhances ecological integrity.
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climate change.
and valuable.
The Okanagan has more
endangered and rare
species than any other
area of the Province.1
Plants, insects, birds, and
animals depend on our
natural spaces.

We have signed on to
BC’s Climate Action
Charter, committing to
creating a complete,
compact, and more
energy efficient West
Kelowna.

Emissions increase as
population grows and
our reliance on singleoccupancy vehicles is a
key obstacle to meeting
emission reduction
targets.

We’re adapting
to flooding.

We’re
developing
greener.

We have been working
on a number of flood
mitigation projects that
will help us recover
from flooding in 2017
and 2018 and adapt to a
more resilient future.2

New development near
Westbank Centre has
received Built Green
Certification recognizing
a high standard in
climate-conscious
design.

HOW OUR GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS BREAK-DOWN3
5% Solid Waste
Reducing the amount of waste we create and disposing
of it better reduces solid waste emissions
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34%
61%

34% Buildings
Building new buildings to greener standards and
retrofitting older buildings reduces building emissions
61% On-Road Transportation
Using cycling, walking, public transit, or electric vehicles
to get around reduces transportation emissions

ourwk.ca

ENVIRONMENT
WHAT DOES OUR OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN SAY NOW?
f Use connected greenways to protect landscape
features, reinforce development edges,
strengthen recreation, and support multi-modal
transportation
f Maintain a Rural Reserve Boundary to protect
natural areas and watershed health
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Flooding has hit us hard. Record floods in 2017 and 2018, resulted in damage
to public and private lands and required extensive recovery efforts.

f Protect visually important hillsides, ridgelines,
and environmentally sensitive areas
f Support water conservation
f Generate less solid waste
f Improve energy efficiency and environmental
performance in all buildings
f Align with provincial targets to reduce GHG
emissions by 80% from 2007 levels by 2050
f Regulate development to protect property,
public safety, and the environment through the
Wildfire Interface Development Permit Area,
Hillside Development Permit Area, Aquatic
Development Permit Area, and Sensitive
Terrestrial Ecosystem Development Permit Area

CHALLENGES
f Science predicts climate change will lead to more
extreme weather – drought, storms, fire, and floods
f Our reliance on single-occupant vehicles impacts our
ability to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
f Securing quality park lands often competes with
growth and development pressures
f Ongoing growth places development pressures on
natural, hillside, and agricultural lands
f There is limited current information or processes
available for tracking greenhouse gas emissions at
the community-scale
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Fire is a risk. Over the past decade, neighbourhoods have been threatened
by wildfire, at times leading to evacuation. The 2009 Glenrosa and Rose
Valley fires were especially severe.

OPPORTUNITIES
f Undeveloped areas present opportunities for
sensitive and smart infill and development
f Our development permit areas play a vital role in
protecting lands during development
f Rapid bus on Hwy 97 was added to encourage more
transit use between West Kelowna and Kelowna
f Our Parks Master Plan and Recreational Trails Plan
lay a strong foundation for securing a robust and
connected system of parks, greenways, and trails
f Our Community Wildfire Protection Plan identifies
how to prepare for and manage fire risks
f Events like Family FireSmart Day help raise
awareness about everyone’s roles in being prepared
f We are part of the RDCO Emergency Plan to
respond to disasters and emergencies in the region
f There is community support to protect natural areas

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT HOW WE STAY GREEN? SHARE AT:

ourwk.ca

